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In Nomine "Crye"
In Nomine
In Nomine "Trust"

The In Nomine is an exclusively
English compositional form,
flourishing from 1530 to 1680. Its
glglLcan be traced to a single work,
John Taverner's six-part Miss Gloria
tibi Trinitas (c. 1528). The cantus firmus
on which this work was built was
an antiphon sung at first Vespers on
Trinity Sunday in the Sarum l{te.
The Benedictus setting of the words
"In nomine Domini" became very
popular, often being performed -

independently of the Mass, and
inspired a_succession of compositions
reaching their most complex form in
some seven-part In Nomines by Henry
Purcell. Usuilly adapted by vi<il
consorts for use in domestic settings,
the In Nomine always retained its -
link to church music, where the Mass
often employed the cornetto and
sacbut ensembles, the ancestors of our
modern brass instruments. While a
composer like Christopher Tye
exercised a contrapuntal virtuosity
in his many nicknlmed In Nomines,
others chose to retain a meditative
harmonic richness which invoked the
mysticism of the Mass. A
comm€ntary published one generation
after the eclipse of the In Nomine
form (c. 1700) speaks rather
condescendingly of these
compositions.

"It is a sort of harmonic
murmur, rather than musick;
and in time when people lived
in tranquility and at ease, the
enterteinement of it was
aggreable, not unlike a confused
singing of birds in a grove" (sic)

Favorably reevaluated in the 20th
cen-tury, In Nomines have been quoted
and adapted by various composers,
such as Richard Strauss (Dle-
schweigsame Fraz) and Peter Maxwell
Davies (Seaen In Nomine, the opera
Taoerner).

-Chris 
Gekker

DAVID SNOW
(born October 8, 1954 in
Providence, Rhode Island)
Dance Movements
David Snow studied composition at
the Eastman School of Music, the Yale
School of Music, and at Brandeis
University. He is a recipient of a
National Endowment fbr the Arts
Composers Fellowship and a grant
from Meet the Composer, and has
received composition prizes from BMI,
the ASCAP Foundation, the
National Federation of Music Clubs,
the National Association of
Composels/USA, and the Annapolis
Fine Arts Foundation. His works
are published by Seesaw Music Corp.,
Dorn Publications, Music for
Percussion, Inc., and recorded on
Opus One Records. The composer
provides the following notes:

Dance Movements was written
during a partictrlarly unaccommodat-
ing period of my career, while
employed full-time as a data-entry
clerk for one of those consultins -

firms that proliferate around
Washington, D.C. |ust what effect
9ta1ng at a CRT for eight hours a day
had on my genetic male-up is yet
un_determined, but it probably
influenced the schizoid natur-e of
this work, which turned out much
better than I had any right to
expect. (However, I still cannot
recommend f ull-time employment
as an especially inspiring way of life.)
Under the circumstances, I should
be excused the occasional tendenry to
"paraphrase" during the course of
the piece ("plagiarism" is such an ugly
word), references to Bartok and
Shavinsky being the most frequently
pointed-out by former friendsbf
mine. As a matter of conscious fact, the
piece is modelled superficially after
Stravinsky's Agon in'ways th;t wifl be
obvious to anyone familiar with that
work, includiirg the fact that it was
written to be choreographed. But
Dance Movements is a ielatively brief
work, and it should not be burdened
with too much commentarv. Suffice
it to say that like most good dance
music, it swings, and it swings hard.

-Daztid 
Snow
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